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The Kia EV6.



“The EV6 combines a huge real-world range with the ability to 
charge at speeds that no rival can keep up with, addressing 
two of the biggest concerns that people still have about electric 
cars. What’s more, by using bespoke electric underpinnings 
rather than a set that’s shared by petrol and diesel models, Kia 
has been able to take advantage of the compact size of electric 
motors and produce a car that’s hugely spacious and practical.

Add in effortless performance, outstanding refinement, competitive pricing and 
one of the best warranties around, and the striking EV6 doesn’t just look like the 
future – it feels like it too.”

- What Car?

2022

*	 	The	range	was	determined	according	to	the	standardized	EU	measurement	procedure	(WLTP)	based	on	77.4	kWh	battery	pack,	rear	wheel	drive,	and	19"	
wheels	(pictured	vehicle	features	20"	wheels).	The	individual	driving	style	and	other	factors,	such	as	speed,	outside	temperature,	topography	and	the	use	of	
electricity-consuming	devices/units,	have	an	influence	on	the	real	life	range	and	can	possibly	reduce	it.

**	 	In	order	to	achieve	the	maximum	charging	speed,	EV6	must	use	an	800-volt	electric	vehicle	charger	that	delivers	at	least	250	kW	of	electricity.	Actual	
charging	speed	&	charging	time	may	be	influenced	by	the	battery	temperature	and	exterior	weather	conditions.

More range.  
More time. More inspiration. 
Inspiration isn’t just about having an idea. It’s about leaving your comfort zone 
and feeding your mind with new surroundings. That’s why we designed the  
Kia EV6 – a car that with its up to 328 mile range* lets you explore more of what 
the world has to offer. Along with fast charging speeds that give you more time 
to create something new: the Kia EV6 takes as little as 18 minutes to charge from 
10 to 80%**, giving you more time to spend on things that matter to you most. 

Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification.
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Interior design is about creating the most user-centric and immersive 
experience through design, intuitive technologies and sustainable elements. 
When you’re inside the Kia EV6, not only can you appreciate how roomy it is, 
but also how sustainable it is. The upholstery makes use of vegan leather while 
the cabin uses abundant amounts of recycled and durable materials.

A new standard for 
sustainable mobility.

In control of your 
charge status.
Time, distance and charging: the Kia EV6 presents information in the most intuitive 
way. The user interface lays out all essential pieces of information in front of you 
in the digital instrument cluster. You are always clear about your range, forecast 
battery charge time and Vehicle-to-Load status so you can relax and enjoy the ride.

Shift By Wire.	All	you	need	to	do	to	change	gears	between	Reverse,	Neutral	and	Drive	is	brake	and	turn	the	dial	of	the	Shift	by	
Wire	system	left	or	right.	The	P	button	puts	the	Kia	EV6	in	Park	mode.	

Smart regenerative braking system.	This	improves	the	
vehicle’s	range	and	stability	by	optimising	front	and	rear-wheel	
regenerative	braking.	It	can	be	operated	with	the	steering	
wheel	paddle	switches	and	adjusts	the	level	of	regenerative	
coasting	based	not	only	on	navigation	data,	but	on	radar	data	
as	well.

Drive Mode Select.	The	Kia	EV6	can	adjust	to	the	way	you	like	
to	drive.	Choose	Normal,	Sport	or	Eco	drive	mode	using	the	
steering	wheel	or	voice	controls.	Sport	mode	lets	you	accelerate	
more	quickly,	while	Eco	saves	energy	to	extend	your	driving	
range.	Each	mode	has	a	theme	display	on	the	cluster	screen	
with	unique	visual	effects	that	may	also	switch	from	white	to	
black	at	night.



Meridian premium sound system. With	14	speakers,	the	Meridian	premium	sound	system	creates	an	immersive	experience,		
no	matter	whether	you’re	listening	to	a	podcast,	your	favourite	artist	or	navigation	instructions	(grade	dependent).	

Infotainment/climate switchable controller.  
This	digital	control	panel	for	infotainment	and	climate		
control	functionalities	provides	an	intuitive	and	luxurious	
interface.	Simply	press	either	the	infotainment	or	climate		
icon	and	the	relevant	set	of	controls	appears.

Wireless phone charger. The	charging	pad	in	the	front	centre	
console	lets	you	charge	compatible	mobile	phones	wirelessly.		
It	operates	with	up	to	15	W	of	power,	so	charging	is	reassuringly	
fast	(grade	dependent).

The dual 12.3" panoramic curved displays. The	Kia	EV6’s	integrated	curved	displays	are	not	only	beautiful,	but	offer	a	truly		
immersive	experience.	They	enhance	the	driving	experience	by	providing	high-definition	navigation	and	important	information,	
with	minimal	controls	for	an	unobstructed	and	easy	driving	experience.

An immersive journey 
for everyone.
The Kia EV6 features a dual 12.3” curved display that offers 
maximum visibility and intuitiveness. Along with a sound system 
designed to bring an immersive listening experience to every 
seat. The Active Sound Design lets you choose between unique 
sounds that adjust to different RPMs and vehicle speeds (grade 
dependent). And in case your phone is running out of battery, 
the Kia EV6 comes equipped with a range of charging ports that 
complete the inspirational character of the interior. 

USB ports on seatbacks. Convenience	is	important	for	
everyone	on	board.	Rear	seat	passengers	will	find	USB	ports		
in	the	seatbacks	in	front	of	them,	so	they	can	power	their	
devices	whenever	they	want.



*Charging outside of the UK is subject to the visited country’s Easy tariff, regardless of your UK subscription. 
Kia Charge and KiaCharge.com/gb are offered by Digital Charging Solutions.

Anxious about using multiple 
apps and accounts for charging 
across different public networks?

Worry	not,	Kia	Charge	gives	you	access	to	the	
vast	majority	of	UK	public	charging	networks	
including	bp	pulse,	Pod	Point,	Source	London,	
Instavolt,	Shell	New	Motion,	Osprey,	Char-gy,	
IONITY	and	more.	In	addition,	it	works	in	28	
other	European	countries	in	exactly	the	same	
way	as	it	does	in	the	UK	so	you	can	travel	long	
distance	without	any	worries*.

The only app you need 
You	can	start	charging	using	either	the	app	or	
dedicated	card.	And	you	don’t	have	to	make	any	
payment	on	site:	Everything	is	handled	as	part	
of	a	monthly,	itemised	billing	process.

Reliable, up-to-date information 
You	have	all	information	at	your	fingertips.	You	
can	apply	a	range	of	filters	to	find	the	right	station,		
with	up-to-the-minute	information	about	availability	and	pricing.

Transparent pricing with monthly payment 
There	are	two	base	tariffs	to	choose	from.	‘Easy’	is	a	no-commitment	tariff	for	light	
users	of	public	charging	while	‘Plus’	is	for	those	who	tend	to	charge	away	from	home	
more	often.

Best value with a range of bolt-on subscriptions including IONITY 
You	can	add	up	to	two	bolt-on	subscriptions	-	for	bp	pulse	and/or	IONITY	-		
to	benefit	from	the	best	value	possible	when	charging	within	these	networks.

For	more	information,	visit	kiacharge.com	or	download	the	mobile	application.

Public charging  
made easy...
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Let our technology handle the details. So you  
can stay more connected to the journey.  
By prioritising information, the fully electric Kia 
EV6 lets you take in more of the world outside, 
and spend less time scanning screens and dials. 
Information is presented on clean, compact  
digital displays, and can even be projected onto  
the windscreen (grade dependent).

Wide sunroof. Airflow	adds	to	the	sense	of	openness.	The	roomy	dimensions	of	the	Kia	EV6	seem	to	expand	with	the	wide	tilt-
sliding	sunroof.	It	takes	full	advantage	of	the	roof	geometry,	offering	a	broader	opening	for	light	and	breezes	(grade	dependent).

Less searching and 
more discovering.

Augmented Reality head-up display.	The	Kia	EV6’s	head-up	display	projects	driving	information	on	the	windscreen.		
It	superimposes	turn	instructions	from	the	navigation	system	over	the	roads	ahead,	lets	you	know	if	you’re	drifting	out	of		
your	lane	and	indicates	which	vehicle	is	detected	ahead	of	you	(grade	dependent).

Console tray. The	center	console	includes	an	armrest,		
cup-holders,	a	wireless	charging	pad	above,	and	an	open		
tray	below	that	can	hold	shoes,	tablets,	or	handbags		
(grade	dependent).

Front storage trunk (20 ℓ, 52 ℓ). Extra	space	is	a	useful	
benefit	of	the	new	Kia	EV6	platform.	That	includes	a	convenient	
storage	space	under	the	front	bonnet.	It	holds	up	to	20	ℓ	on	
AWD	models	and	up	to	52	ℓ on	RWD	models.

Remote second-row seatback folding. Pull	the	remote	release	
lever	on	the	wall	of	the	cargo	space	to	fold	the	rear	seatback	
down,	creating	1,300	ℓ	of	storage	capacity.	With	the	lever’s	
convenient	location,	it’s	like	having	an	extra	pair	of	hands	when	
you	need	to	load	long	or	bulky	items.

Smart power tailgate. The	power	tailgate	can	be	set	to	open	
automatically	to	a	desired	height.

Cargo space 
as big as your ideas. 
Designing the Kia EV6 based on our new Electric-Global Modular 
Platform gave us new possibilities, especially when it comes to 
cargo storage. The Kia EV6 lets you store items in places you 
never imagined. Under the front bonnet, under the rear cargo 
floor, under the cargo screen and even in spaces between and 
under the seats. But in case you need to accommodate even 
bigger items, the rear seats also fold. Because ideas come in a 
wide range of sizes.



Less time for  
worry, more time  
for inspiration. 

Safe Exit Assist (SEA).	A	warning	sounds	when	an	occupant	
attempts	to	open	their	door	while	a	vehicle	is	approaching		
from	the	back.	At	the	same	time,	the	function	automatically	
activates	the	electronic	child	lock	to	keep	rear	door	closed	
(grade	dependent	).

Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance Assist.  
When	you	signal	a	lane	change,	you	are	
warned	if	a	risk	of	collision	is	detected	with	
a	vehicle	beside	you	or	approaching	from	
the	rear.	The	system	even	interacts	with	
your	steering	if	the	risk	increases.	Blind-Spot	
Collision-Avoidance	Assist	also	watches	out	
for	you	when	pulling	out	of	parallel	parking	
spaces,	warning	you	about	oncoming	traffic	
behind	you	(grade	dependent).	

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist with junction turning 
and crossing.	It	uses	a	front-view	camera	and	radar	to	detect	
any	vehicles,	pedestrians	or	cyclists	ahead.	By	warning	and	
braking	automatically,	it	can	help	you	avoid,	or	reduce	the	
severity	of	an	accident.	The	system	also	engages	when	you	are	
crossing	or	turning	at	an	intersection	(grade	dependent).

Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification.

Relaxation as a 
design objective.
With a flat floor and a broad-shouldered frame, the Kia EV6 gave our designers 
more freedom to create the best design for you. The seats take up less 
space, but deliver more. The zero-gravity premium relaxion seats provide a 
wide range of settings so that your body is in its most comfortable position, 
minimizing the fatigue or discomfort you might have experienced with 
conventional seats, especially on long drives or when you’re waiting for your 
car to top up its battery. Because when you’re more relaxed, ideas flow better 
(grade dependent).

Second-row seat comfort. The	slim	front	seats,	the	unique	
E-GMP	platform	layout	and	the	flat	floor	give	rear	passengers	
more	legroom.	There	are	headrests	in	every	position,	and	
a	centre	armrest	incorporates	a	storage	box	with	sliding	
cupholder.	Air	vents	on	the	B-pillars	offer	refreshing	airflow.

Heated and ventilated seats. Ventilated	front	seats	give	the	
driver	and	front	passenger	a	more	comfortable	ride	in	warm	
weather.	With	the	centre	console	touch	buttons,	both	fans	and	
heating	can	be	controlled	and	adjusted	to	meet	the	needs	of	
passengers	in	the	front	and	rear	(GT-Line	S	only).

Relaxion comfort seats. The	front	seats	are	slimmer,	more	comfortable	and	offer	more	adjustability	than	ever	before.	While	you	
charge	the	Kia	EV6,	the	relaxion	seats	let	you	recline	to	optimise	your	posture	and	better	distribute	the	pressure	on	your	body.	
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Surround View Monitor.	Gone	are	the	days	when	you	need	to	exit	the	vehicle	
or	ask	others	for	help	with	tricky	manoeuvres.	Images	from	four	cameras	are	
synthesised	to	give	you	a	360°	3D	view	around	the	vehicle,	so	you	can	steer		
and	park	with	confidence	(grade	dependent).

Highway Driving Assist 2 makes motorway driving a breeze.	When	engaged,	
it	maintains	you	in	your	chosen	lane	and	adapts	your	speed	based	on	the	limit	in	
force,	the	vehicle	ahead	of	you	or	the	curvature	of	the	road.	Turn	your	signal	on	
and	it	helps	you	change	lane.	It	also	steers	you	away	from	vehicles	beside	you	if	
they	are	drifting	too	close	(grade	dependent).

Rear Cross Traffic Avoidance Assist.		
This	warns	you	if	there	is	a	vehicle	or	
pedestrian	coming	from	the	left	or	right		
while	reversing.	It	automatically	assists		
with	emergency	braking	if	it	senses	an	
imminent	collision	(grade	dependent).

Lane Keep Assist helps prevent risks 
associated with sleepiness or inattention. 
It	warns	you	and	steers	you	back	within	
your	lane	if	you	show	a	risk	of	drifting	
unintentionally	out	of	it.	

With Remote Smart Parking Assist, you can park or unpark 
the Kia EV6 even if you aren’t inside - perfect for tight parking 
spaces. Using your key, you can safely move the Kia EV6 into or 
out of a parallel or perpendicular space. Braking is automatic if 
the vehicle detects an obstacle (grade dependent).

Getting you out of 
tight situations. 



Kia services are available free of charge for a period of seven years commencing on the day the vehicle is sold to the first owner of the vehicle and may be 
subject to change during that period. You need a smartphone with iOSTM or AndroidTM operating system and your own data plan to operate the Kia mobile 
application. Your Kia needs to be in a location with Vodafone mobile signal to connect to these services.

Kia Connect (UVO)... 
          Your free seven-year connected services.
Kia Connect (UVO) opens your Kia to the world of connected services. Once activated, it enables a 
number of essential digital features in your car. You can also install the Kia Connect (UVO) app on your 
smartphone and pair it with your Kia to control certain functions remotely and consult a wealth of 
information about your car.

Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features are not necessarily standard across the range.

Weather information 
With up to three days’ weather forecast available, 
you can check weather conditions at your 
destination. 

Points of interest 
Are you looking for a place to eat, a local  
business or the nearest ATM? All this information 
and more is easily accessible via your Kia’s live, 
connected directory.

Parking 
Kia Connect (UVO) helps you find available parking 
locations. It shows on- and off-street parking 
locations, including prices and likely availability.

Fuel station information 
The system shows you the nearest petrol stations 
and prices to plan a refuelling stop.

Charging station information (electric and plug-
in hybrid vehicles only) 
Your car gives you the location of charging 
stations, with useful information such as availability 
and charging speeds available.

Vehicle status 
The Kia Connect (UVO) app gives 
you an overview of your Kia’s status 
including fuel/battery level, doors, 
windows, bonnet or tailgate. It lets 
you know if any of the vehicle’s 
functions isn’t working properly. 
You can also use the app to consult 
information about your past trips or 
to obtain a summary of key stats for 
your past month’s driving.

Notifications and remote door control 
You get warned if your vehicle’s anti-
theft alarm is triggered or if you left 
your doors unlocked. What’s more, 
you can lock and unlock doors from 
your phone, wherever you are.

User-profile-linked vehicle settings 
Select your preferred vehicle settings 
from your phone for a tailored 
experience once you get behind  
the wheel.

Valet mode 
Activate the valet mode in your car 
and you can track its location and 
speed on the app. Ideal when you 
lend your vehicle to an airport’s valet 
parking service.

In-car services Mobile application services

Your free seven-year Kia Connect (UVO),	once	
activated,	uses	your	vehicle’s	embedded	SIM	card		
to	connect	it	to	the	world	of	live	data.

Real-time traffic information 
Your navigation system uses live traffic information 
to recommend the best route and dynamically 
predict the most accurate arrival time.

Speed cameras and danger zones 
Be alerted to speed and traffic light cameras, and 
to areas where accidents are particularly common.

Once Kia Connect (UVO) is 
activated in your Kia, it gives you 
access to a wide range of useful 
functionalities through the Kia 
Connect (UVO) mobile phone 
application (available on AppleTM  
and AndroidTM).

Find my car and first/last  
mile navigation 
You can check the location of your 
car from your smartphone. Your app 
can also use augmented reality to 
guide you to your car. When driving 
and parking before reaching your 
exact destination, your app can give 
you guidance to walk the last bit of 
the way using augmented reality or 
Google Maps.

Android	AutoTM	is	designed	to	keep	you	perfectly	connected	to	your	
phone	while	minimizing	distractions	so	you	stay	safe	on	the	road.	
The	simple,	intuitive	interface	lets	you	access	features	like	Google	
Maps,	apps,	music	and	voice	control,	and	automatically	organizes	
info	into	simple	cards	that	appear	just	when	they’re	needed.

Apple	CarPlayTM	is	a	smart,	safe	way	to	use	your	iPhone	while	
driving.	It	takes	all	the	things	you	might	want	to	do,	and	puts	
them	into	your	display,	so	you	can	get	directions,	make	a	call	
and	listen	to	music	all	while	staying	focused	on	the	road.



Vehicle-to-load (V2L). Get	220	V	of	alternating	current	
to	power	your	devices,	inside	or	outside	the	Kia	EV6.	Fully	
charged,	its	vehicle-to-load	feature	offers	3.6	kW	of	power,	
enough	to	run	a	large	TV	screen	or	a	medium-sized	air	
conditioner	for	24	hours.	Inside	the	Kia	EV6,	just	select	EV	
Ready	or	Utility	mode	and	use	the	outlet	at	the	base	of	the		
rear	seat.	Outside,	simply	attach	the	vehicle-to-load	connector	
to	the	charging	outlet	(grade	dependent).

Reinventing 
how we charge.
The	Kia	EV6	multi-charging	system	operates	with	
both	400	V	and	800	V	chargers	without	the	need	
for	an	additional	adapter.	And	unlike	previous	EVs,	
which	only	accept	one-way	charging,	the	Kia	EV6	
becomes	your	portable	energy	source	wherever		
you	are	thanks	to	its	Vehicle-to-Load	functionality.		
So	you	can	power	any	electric	item	you	need	for		
any	inspirational	journey	(grade	dependent).

In	addition,	the	heat	pump	system	recaptures		
heat	waste	from	the	motor	and	other	electric	
components	to	reduce	winter	range	loss	by		
almost	19	%	(grade	dependent).

Charging port. The	charging	port	flap	opens	and	shuts	
electronically.	Just	press	the	flap	itself,	or	the	button	on	the		
left	of	the	dashboard	controls.	What’s	more,	you	can	also	use	
your	smartphone	or	voice	command.	Inside	the	cover,	a	bar	
graph	displays	the	charging	level.

Electric Global Modular Platform (E-GMP). The	Kia	EV6	is	the	first	vehicle	based	on	the	Kia	E-GMP	platform.	The	new	long-
wheelbase	platform	is	a	clean	slate.	It	introduces	a	flat	floor,	facilitating	new	comfort	and	utility	choices.	Its	modularisation	gave	our	
engineers	more	options	to	meet	tough	performance,	maintenance	and	safety	objectives.	In	terms	of	performance,	their	aim	was	to	
achieve	greater	power,	driving	range	and	control,	as	well	as	shorter	charging	times.



Let the Kia EV6 stimulate your imagination. 
Choose from our comprehensive range of high-
quality accessories, all of which blend perfectly 
with its inspirational character. Whether you 
feel like adding an extra hint of distinction, or a 
touch of practicality, you can be assured that all 
our accessories are manufactured to the same 
meticulous standards as the EV6 itself.

Intriguing ideas. 
Inspired choices.

Boot liner. However	wet,	muddy	or	grimy	things	get,	this	
custom-made	liner	made	from	80%	bio-based	sources	will	
protect	your	boot	area.	It	is	durable,	anti-slip	and	waterproof	
with	raised	edges.

Boot liner extension. Specially	designed	to	keep	the	backs	of	
your	folded	rear	seats	in	top	condition	when	carrying	larger	
items.	Easy	fixation	and	made	from	90%	bio-based	sources.

Tow bar, detachable. Whenever	you	have	substantial	cargo	
in	tow,	this	top-quality,	corrosion-resistant	steel	tow	bar	is	ideal	
for	efficient	transportation.

Velour carpet mats. Keep	your	cabin	unblemished	for	longer.	
These	high	quality	tailored	velour	carpet	mats	will	protect	your	
car’s	interior	from	everyday	dirt	and	enhance	its	look	at	the	
same	time.	They	feature	the	EV6	logo	in	the	front	row	and	are	
held	in	place	with	fixing	points	and	anti-slip	backing.

Front boot liner. A	perfectly	fitting	protective	liner	for		
the	front	boot,	located	under	the	bonnet	of	2WD	models.		
Made	from	90%	bio-based	sources.	

Door mirror trims. Attention	to	detail	can	make	all	the	
difference.	Raise	the	overall	visual	impact	of	your	EV6	
by	complementing	its	exterior	styling	with	these	brushed	
aluminium	optic	mirror	trims.

GT-Line & GT-Line S –		
Black	Suede	and	White		
Vegan	Leather

Air - Black	Vegan	Leather

Space innovation.
From soft, durable suede, to vegan leather and 
recycled materials: the Kia EV6 is ergonomically 
designed for your body’s comfort and your  
peace of mind. 

It’s not just about style. This is a new way of being.



7-year vehicle warranty.	Every	Kia	benefits	from	a	7-year/	
100,000	miles	new	car	warranty	(up	to	3	years	unlimited;	from	
4	years	100,000	miles).	This	bumper-to-bumper	warranty	is	
free	and	transferable	to	subsequent	owners,	provided	the	car	is	
regularly	maintained	in	accordance	with	the	servicing	schedule.	
(Terms	and	exclusions	apply)

Kia 7-year EV/HEV/PHEV Battery Warranty.	When	you	switch	
to	a	Kia	Electric	(EV),	Hybrid	Electric	(HEV)	or	Plug-in	Hybrid	
(PHEV),	it’s	good	to	know	that	our	batteries	are	built	to	have	a	
long	life*.	That’s	why	at	Kia	we	are	happy	to	cover	you	for	7-year	
or	100,000	miles	whichever	comes	first.	Even	for	our	low	voltage	
(48	V	and	12	V)	batteries	in	Kia	Mild-Hybrid	electric	vehicles	
(MHEVs),	our	Kia	warranty	covers	you	for	a	period	of	2	years	
from	initial	registration	regardless	of	mileage.	All	of	which	means	
you	can	simply	enjoy	the	experience	of	driving	our	eco-friendly	
range,	every	day	for	years	to	come.	

*	Kia	high	voltage	lithium	ion	battery-units	in	electric	vehicles	
(EV),	hybrid	electric	vehicles	(HEV)	and	plug-in	hybrid	electric	
vehicles	(PHEV)	are	built	to	have	a	long	life.	These	batteries	are	
covered	by	the	Kia	warranty	for	a	period	of	7	years	from	initial	
registration	or	100,000	miles,	whichever	comes	first.	For	EVs	
and	PHEVs	Kia	guarantees	a	minimum	70%	capacity	of	the	
battery.	Capacity	reduction	of	the	battery	in	HEV	and	MHEV	is	
not	covered	by	the	warranty.	

To	minimise	capacity	reduction,	follow	the	instructions	consult	
the	Owner’s	Manual.	Find	more	information	about	Kia	warranty	
at	www.kia.com./uk

Kia e-Care is a bespoke service plan to keep your fully electric EV6 in top condition.  
Designed	to	give	your	car	an	annual	check,	including	specific	electric	vehicle	maintenance	such		
as	tyre	rotation,	brake	cleaning	and	battery	state	of	health	reports	as	well	as	scheduled	servicing.	
Our	Kia	trained	technicians	use	genuine	Kia	parts,	utilising	Kia	service	tools	and	diagnostic	
equipment	–	so	you	can	be	confident	that	your	Kia	is	in	the	best	capable	hands.		Explore	Kia	e-Care	
to	get	a	competitive	fixed	service	price.

*For full terms, conditions and exclusions please visit kia.com/uk
Fully unlock these benefits 

when you register atMyKia

Online service booking offers 
convenience and flexibility 24/7. 
Offering quality and value at one of 
our Dealers nationwide. Kia trained 
technicians use the latest diagnostic 
equipment and technology. All of our 
Genuine Kia parts come with a 2 year 
warranty. Fully inclusive pricing at the 
click of a button.

Connectivity with Kia Connect & 
Over-the-Air Updates. Kia Connect 
is our range of connected services 
both in-car and through the Kia 
Connect mobile app. Over-the-Air 
Updates keep your infotainment 
system up to date using your Kia’s 
mobile data connection.

Our 24/7 Roadside Assistance 
package is designed for Kia owners 
in partnership with the RAC. All new 
cars have complimentary cover for 
12 months from the first date of 
registration, giving you the highest 
level of cover provided by the 
RAC, including onward travel and 
European cover.

Kia Charge gives you access to 
the majority of public charging 
infrastructure in the UK and across 
Europe. It lets you locate stations, 
plan journeys, charge and pay, all 
with one solution.

With every new or Approved Used 
Kia you can get driveaway insurance 
and a £250 Excess Return voucher 
free of charge. All Kia owners can use 
our Accident AfterCare service and 
with Kia Care Service Plans we offer 
great value fixed price servicing.

At Kia we care about you as an 
individual and want to deliver service 
that fits your needs. When you visit 
one of our Dealers for a service 
your vehicle will benefit from a 
complimentary vehicle health check, 
a wash and vacuum and alternative 
transport if needed. We look forward 
to spending time getting to know you!

There are a lot of things to 
consider when buying a new car. 
Compromising on reliability in the long 
term shouldn’t be one of them. That’s 
why Kia have redefined quality and 
offers a unique, industry-leading 7 
year warranty that comes with peace 
of mind for at least 100,000 miles.

Now there are even more reasons to buy a stylish, technology 
packed Kia. Peace of mind comes as standard when you join  
the Kia family with the Kia Promise - 7 great owner benefits  
when you buy your Kia and register at MyKia.

7 more reasons  
to join our Kia family

Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification.



Kia	UK	Limited
Walton	Green
Walton-On-Thames
Surrey
KT12	1FJ
Freephone:	0333	2022990
www.kia.com/uk

www.kia.com/uk

All	information	and	illustrations	are	based	on	data	available	at	the	time	of	print	(March	2022)	and	
are	subject	to	change	without	notice.	Contact	your	local	Kia	dealer	for	current	information	and	
full	warranty	details	including	terms	and	conditions.	Imagery	shown	throughout	this	brochure	
is	for	illustrative	purposes	only	and	not	to	UK	specification.	Features	shown	are	not	necessarily	
standard	across	the	EV6	range.



*Parking Sensors may not match exterior body colour
**Apple CarPlayTM/Android AutoTM/Kia Connect (UVO) - compatibility and functions may vary due to the model year of mobile device and the version of software installed

The Kia EV6

●	19" Alloy wheels
●	12.3" Curved driver display screen
●	12.3" Curved touchscreen navigation
●	Free 7-year Kia Connect (UVO) services**
●	Ecall
●	Body coloured exterior flush  

door handles
●	Black vegan leather seat upholstery
●	High gloss black door mirrors
●	Electrically folding, adjustable &  

heated door mirrors with integrated 
LED indicator lights

●	LED headlights, rear lights and  
daytime running lights

●	Rear spoiler
●	High gloss black beltline 

●	Black side sill moldings
●	High gloss black door garnish 
●	Heated front seats
●	Heated steering wheel
●	Rear parking sensors*
●	Dual automatic air conditioning
●	All-round electric windows with auto 

up & down function
●	Electronic parking brake (EPB) with 

auto hold function
●	Rain sensing front wipers
●	Manual adjustable front seats
●	Power adjustable lumbar support - 

drivers seat
●	Metal painted interior door handles
●	Steering wheel mounted controls

●	Engine start/stop button with  
smart entry system

●	Navigation-based smart cruise control 
with stop & go functionality

●	Forward collision avoidance assist (FCA) 
- city/pedestrian/cyclist/junction turning 

●	Highway driving assist (HDA)
●	Drive mode select
●	Auto-dimming rear-view mirror
●	60:40 split remote folding rear seats
●	Ambient lighting
●	4 x Front USB charge port
●	3 x Front 12V socket
●	Tyre mobility kit (TMK)

'Air'

●	GT-Line exterior styling
●	Rear privacy glass
●	Solar glass windshield
●	Dual LED headlights with adaptive 

driving beam 
●	Body coloured door garnish 
●	Black suede seats with white vegan 

leather bolsters
●	Driver & front passenger premium 

relaxion seats
●	Driver power adjusted memory seat 

with front passenger power seat with 
2-way electric lumbar

●	Alloy pedals
●	Deluxe door scuff plates
●	Vehicle-2-load (3.5kW power outlet)

●	Wireless mobile phone charger 
●	Front parking sensors
●	Blind-spot collision avoidance assist 

(BCA) with rear-cross traffic assist 
(RCTA) & safe exit assist (SEA)

AWD Versions add:
●	Dual motor with 321bhp

'GT-Line' (adds over 'Air')

Paint colours

Paint colours

Wheels

Wheels

Engine and transmission

Engine and transmission

77.4kWh lithium-ion 226bhp  
RWD 1-speed auto

77.4kWh lithium-ion 226bhp  
RWD 1-speed auto

77.4kWh lithium-ion 321bhp  
AWD 1-speed auto

The Kia EV6 'Air'

The Kia EV6 'GT-Line'

19" Alloy Wheels
(235/55 R19)

19" Alloy Wheels
(235/55 R19)

Midnight Black 
(Premium)

Runway Red 
(Standard)

White Pearl 
(Premium)

Interstellar Grey 
(Premium)

Midnight Black 
(Premium)

Runway Red 
(Standard)

White Pearl 
(Premium)

Yacht Blue 
(Premium)

Steel Matte Grey 
(Premium)



*Parking Sensors may not match exterior body colour
**Apple CarPlayTM/Android AutoTM/Kia Connect (UVO) - compatibility and functions may vary due to the model year of mobile device and the version of software installed

The Kia EV6

●	20" Alloy wheels
●	Body coloured exterior flush door 

handles - automatic
●	Sunroof with tilting & sliding function
●	Outer 2nd row heated seats
●	Ventilated front seats 
●	Smart power tailgate
●	Meridan premium sound system with 14 

speakers & active sound design (ASD)
●	Augmented reality head-up display
●	Remote smart park assist (RSPA)
●	360° Around view monitor
●	Blind-spot view monitor
●	Forward collision avoidance (FCA) - 

junction crossing

●	Parking collision-avoidance assist 
(PCA)

●	Highway driving assist 2 (HDA2)

AWD Versions add:
●	Dual motor with 321bhp

'GT-Line S' (adds over 'GT-Line')

Paint colours Wheels Engine and transmission
77.4kWh lithium-ion 226bhp  

RWD 1-speed auto
77.4kWh lithium-ion 321bhp  

AWD 1-speed auto

The Kia EV6 'GT-Line S'

20" Alloy Wheels
(255/45 R20)

Midnight Black 
(Premium)

Runway Red 
(Standard)

White Pearl 
(Premium)

Yacht Blue 
(Premium)

Steel Matte Grey 
(Premium)


